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What is?

Advertising system
Hybrid AD's was specially designed for effective management for AddressableTV inventory
namely included HbbTV, IPTV and SmartTV platforms. Hybrid AD's is divided into several
modul each standing for special function. Its critical function is management of advertising
inventory on the main TV screen (HbbTV, IPTV) and also at the level of application (SmartTV).
In case of HbbTV, which overlays "classic" TV linear broadcast, the service is notably known
as Red Button services, Hybrid AD's employ several advertising methods and formats such as
Red Button, Switch-Roll, Leaderboard, XXL banner and others.
In case of IPTV, Hybrid AD's employ inner positions of IPTV operators at the level of its
interface or at the level of broadcasted channels.
In terms of SmartTV, Hybrid AD's employ inventory within application while using various
banners, videoadvertising and video types.
Advertising system Hybrid AD's creates new inventory, its easy management and flawless
adserving of commercial campaigns based defined criteria such as time period, number of
impressions, reach, geolocation, IP address, contextuality with content, remarketing and other
targeting method based on Big Data.
Since 2015, by a continuous working progress we have developed unique eco-system in
order to extract the very best of AddressableTV, not just advertising. All that due to High Tech
specialization on user data, data storage, data segmentation, user targeting and other data
services in order to achieve symbiosis between needs of TV viewers and TV broadcasters. In a
parallel way, Hybrid AD's collects not just user data (user-centric) in anonymized way but as
well data about TV broadcaster and TV channels (site-centric). Therefore Hybrid AD's
generates outcomes on the market overview level. As an addition, Hybrid AD's enable to
target TV viewers based on the content they had seen recently and then deliver relevant
commercial content. The function of personalized advertising delivery is one of the most vital
benefits of Hybrid AD's.
Hybrid AD's is cloud-based solution employing Big Data, Deep Tech and Real-Time visual
analytics modules in order to provide maximum benefit of AddressableTV platforms.
Its goal is to provide super personalized functions, content and advertising for each TV
viewers for its maximum comfort.
With a Hybrid AD's, TV broadcasters, as our customers, have its inventory under control and
have unique opportunity to target every single TV set individually.
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Benefits
New source of inventory and communication channel = money
Big Data = great source for decision making
Premium targeting for approaching TV sets individually
Optimization of TV linear campaign's reach and frequency (GRPs)
Helpdesk, customer support and sales support
Cloud solution
No hardware needed
Fast integration within few weeks
Own TV viewers profiles => personalized communication
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No hardware needed

New source of income

Cloud Solution

Usage
Hybrid AD's bring various benefits across TV broadcaster organization' departments. It
creates superb outcomes for sales, marketing and programing and research department.
Plus that, data and outcomes from Hybrid AD's serve as a perfect source for the decision
making process of the company Management.

1. Sales department
1.1.) New way of monetization
While acquiring Hybrid AD's, the TV broadcaster instantly gains new online inventory
on the TV screen. Here, size depends on number of Connected users and TV share.
Owners of SmartTV apps and IPTV operators gain new inventory based on the amount
of their subscribers and users. All of them are ready to monetize its content and screens.

1.2.) Increasing video-inventory
With a Hybrid AD's it is easy to increase its online based inventory within client's portal
and achieve significant growth of videos played with a little help of targeted campaigns
1.3.) Linear TV advertising optimization, reach and frequency management
Hybrid AD's technology detects what TV set watched or did not watch a TV linear
advertising. Then, it is possible to achieve 100% reach or TV campaign frequency.
Loved by salespeople and advertisers

2. Marketing department
2.1.) New programme and series promotion
Advertising system can be also utilized to effective selfpromotion communication and to
tease them to watch any programe or show. Due to smart targeting it is possible to deliver
a personalized content to individual TV viewer. While employing Afterspot, it is possible to
target onl TV set who did not seen a linear TV spot in order to achieve 100% reach.
2.2.) Campaign and design testing (A/B testing)
Due to a massive reach and instant results, it possible to test various types of graphic
design and evaluate its impact in very shot time. TV viewers interactively voted and
mark their preferences and broadcaster easily collects the data. Multiple campaigns can
run at the same time.
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2.3.) Series and shows promotion in AddressableTVs
While employing AddressableTV campaigns with Hybrid AD's the client can achieve
high increase of play of selected TV show or programme within AddressableTV
videoarchive or videoapp. Together with this, amount of videoadvertisng grows.

3. Programing department
3.1.) Increase of deferred viewership
With Hybrid AD's it is easy to increase deferred viewership ratings. By using accurate
targeting, our clients achieve higher viewership in non-linear way of viewer's favorite
programmes and shows.
3.2.) Content testing on selected channels and time
Programing department can also employ a test in order to acquire TV viewers' reactions
on different channels and time. Helps to optimize TV programe scheduling.

3.3.) Increasing rentability of TVOD and SVOD services
Using non-linear campaigns helps to increase revenues from pay TV services using
TVOD and SVOD services while effectively deliver additional content in the right time.

4. Research & Data
4.1.) Number of Connected TVs research
In this case, Hybrid AD's collect information from all Connected TV sets in a time
period. This information is divided into multiple categories depicting the size of the
market, geographical data, TV device market data. Secondly, Hybrid AD's analyzes
user-related data such as general behavior, activity, dependencies etc.
4.2.) Device information
The system also collects data about individual sets and its behavior which can be used
for viewership data analysis for each TV station, single programme or a show, time
period etc. To such individual TV device relevant content, additional interaction or
advertisement can be deliver. Perfect for marketing purposes.
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Modules
The advertising system Hybrid AD's is perfect choice for every TV broadcaster, IPTV
operator, media agency or SmartTV app owner. System can be modulated with several
components to meet all the customer's needs no matter its size.

1. Direct sales - In house sales
Core value of this advertising system is effective handling with the inventory and effective
distribution of commercial and marketing campaigns. Special emphasis is put on adversing
of impression and campaign rotation. One of the basic features is capping & targeting in
order to meet the highest outcomes
System completely manages client's inventory in order to deliver commercial campaigns.
Sales support, back-office and reports services are included.
Benefits for In-house/Direct Sales:
No commission to third parties
Perfect control for in-house sales strategy
Packaging with other media and online products
Additional benefits for long-time advertisers

2. Programatic/RTB
Programatic/RTB module is additional part to the advertising system. Its vital function is to
insert programatic channels into the rotation of commercial campaigns. Campaigns are
bought automatically by advertisers via Adform solution. Price per campaign is based on
auction bidding system. It is alternative tool for TV broadcasters and operators to maximize
revenues stream. It is fully independent to Direct Sales and serves as great add-on.
This module design additional revenues. Its critical benefit is simplicity to acquire a
campaign, quick launch and flexible campaign management. The most common advertising
types are typical to website ads, namely: leaderboard, square, XXL banner and others.
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Benefits for Programatic/RTB module:
Possibility to advertise on multiple TV channels and TV groups
Instant launch of campaign
No barrier costs for advertisers
Flexible campaign handling and management
Highest visibility on the market, contextuality with TV programme
Transparent buying method via RTB
Standardized banner types with destkop and mobile types
Reliable TV content, no robot traffic, no fake news

3. Targeting
Hybrid AD's provides broad scale of targeting options in order to address the right audience
on the market. Most of targeting methods can be mutually combined.

3.1. Geo targeting
Geo targeting employs accurate territory of the TV set. Hybrid AD's automatically recognizes
geographical location on levels of: Countries, County, Town, District. Location of the TV set is
declared while it is connected multiple times and is verified, there the accuracy is 100% and is
resistant against "Cookies cast away" and other unintended effects.

Reach by counties - The Czech Republic
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3.2. IP targeting
Targeting by IP address method is mostly employed to target on definite group of addresses.
Those addresses are divided into national and operator groups.
First, national groups it is possible to target on foreign IP addresses, therefore approach TV
viewers being abroad or in foreign countries.
Second, operator addresses allows to target the spectrum of IP address provided by the
operator. Due to this, campaign can be targeted only to TV viewers having operator's internet
services. In opposite way, campaign can be targeted as well to TV viewers who have not
using operator's services.
IP targeting using operator addresses is extremely effective tool for brand building or customer
care of the operator. Alternatively great tool how to address competitor's customers.

3.3. TV Manufacturer targeting
The critical aspect of this method is the brand of TV set and its manufacturer. So-called
manufacture targeting enables to target any TV set based on the brand of TV manufacturer
(Samsung, LG, Sony, Panasonic, and many others...) but also to the model type of its
manufacturer (f.e. high-end, mid-end, low-end) or even to the year when TV was
manufactured.
This type of targeting is recommended to employ to brand building and customer care of
existing TV owners for the given brand. For the retail advertisers Manufacture targeting is
extremely valuable information about year of manufacture in order to deliver a message
leading to purchase new TV set or re-purchase the product.

3.4. HbbTV version targeting
This method of targeting enables to deliver customized content based on the HbbTV standard
of the TV device, namely HbbTV 1.0, HbbTV 1.5, HbbTV 2.0.0, HbbTV 2.0+ and others.
Higher standard of HbbTV supports advanced technology functions for individual TV
applications, hence advance options for TV viewers are at disposal. For example, In case TV
sets of 2.0. is able to employ Payment methods (payment gates) or for instance embed
Youtube player.
Therefore, by employing HbbTV verision targeting it is possible to deliver additional function
only to TV set that supports such additional functions.
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4. Remarketing
Remarketing is based on insertion of tracking pixel that is measuring script. In case the pixel is
inserted into an application or red button banner it is then possible to address only TV sets that
previously had interaction with. Such interaction can be click-thru to the application.
Alternatively, in opposite way, TV sets that had not seen the campaign previously can be
addressed - remarketed. This is a crucial function when the goal is to achieve maximum
contacts or leads.

5. Afterspot

GAME
ING
CHANG

Revolution making targeting enabling to reach a TV set on premise whether it watch or did not
watch a linear TV commercial spot. This function provides great addition to TV linear
campaigns and increase its overall effectivity and reach. Afterspot precisely operates where
TV linear campaign is not effective anymore. Due to this function advertises do not waste its
resources and TV broadcasters effectively manage its inventory.
Afterspot is a priceless method how to effectively reach light TV viewers - the audience who
watch TV occasionally or for short period of time. Therefore it is extremely demanding to
reach such audience effectively.
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6. Numbers
Analytical tool gathering and visualizing data from Addressable TVs at one place. The product
of Hybrid Number runs on the secure website interface and is accessible only to members
only. Numbers works in real-time regime and can be display to anyone from the broadcaster,
agency or advertiser team that is having access.
Hybrid Number consolidates and evaluates all necessary data. It displays the data based on
level of market, campaign, channel and broadcaster and agency. It is perfect tool how deliver
reports, statistics, trends and overview for all on the market.
NUMBERS

ACCESS:
- Broadcaster
- Media Agency
- Client

FEATURES:
- Real time data
- Multiple visualisation
- Exporting
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Technology
Hybrid AD's is technology solution first launched in 2015. It is fully cloud solution with
advanced security criterias. Due to its unique features it is perfect solution for management of
AddressableTV inventory for any TV broadcaster, operator or IPTV provider. Among others, its
critical benefit is that, the system was developer solely for the Addressable TV purposes, not
the website one. Hybrid AD's operates with immense number of Big Data which evaluate,
analyze, segment and employs on real-time basis.

1. Cloud solution
System runs on cloud servers located within European Union. Vital benefit is zero need
for hardware on the client's side. Along with that, Hybrid AD's solution is extremely
easy to scale to meet our client's needs. Last but not least, cloud solution assures its
affordable price while delivering immense amount and Big Data results.

2. No cookies "throw away" effect
Hybrid AD's is completely resistent to cookies "throw away" effect at the TV sets.
Hybrid AD's recognize cookie's unique parameters and compare them with already
existing cooking based on their values. This mechanism enables creation of unique
devices without being anyhow duplicated. This feature is exclusive to the Hybrid AD's
and design 100% accuracy for client's needs

3. Big Data
The system operates with immense number of Big Data. Approximately, 500.000 units
are stored and evaluated each minute, hence the system instantly operates with such
information and reacts real-time used on the campaign assignment in very flexible
manner. Data are hasehed, stored anonymously within the European Union.

4. Capacity load & SLA
Hybrid AD's has been successfully tested by third parties and officials to deliver high
volume of data. We have been certified to deliver 100.000 concurrent users within one
second.
Hybrid AD's guarantee technical service-level-agreement of 99,7%.
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General advertising types
Hybrid AD's can deliver any type of advertising in the AddressableTV. The only limit are
technical possibilities and diversities at different platforms of HbbTV, IPTV and SmartTV,
however most of display and and video ads types are commonly applicable. See below the
list of commonly used types of advertising on the market.

On-the-top of linear broadcast
1. Red Button
The most classsic type is displayed on the top of broadcast without the need of TV
viewer's interaction. It overlays the linear broadcast. The most common possition is
bottom right corner. After pressing the red button on the TV remote, it starts and action usually open an application or plays video.
APPLICATION

TV
SHOW
APPLICATION

AD Video

2. Switch Roll
Perfect type how to deliver videoadvertising on the top of linear broadcast.
Video automatically starts playing without need of interaction. Great
alternative to classic TV linear commercial campaign, however possible to
target the TV audience.

TV
SHOW
APPLICATION

AD Video

Switch to another TV channel
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3. Banner
Advertising Banners with Click-thru possible. Displayed directly on the
top of the broadcast. We execute 3 basic types: Leaderboard, Big
Banner and XXL banner.

Leaderboard

Big Banner

XXL Banner

In-application advertising
1. Video Ad
Videoadvertising in the application. The lenght is unlimited. Basic forms are:
- Pre-roll (played before video)
-Mid-roll (played during video)
-Post-roll (played after end of video)
Videoadvertising is measured by VAST protocol. Client receive results with
number of videoadvertising plays and overall % of its watchability.

2. Banner
Basic Ad type that is located within the application. The size and position of
the banner is individual. However usually overlays 1/12 of the video and
displayed for at least of 10 seconds. Can be click-thru.
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RESUMÉ

Help desk 8/5

SLA

649 days without failure
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No hardware needed

Cloud Solution

New source of income

GDRP compliant

Made with Love

On-line statistics

Google Independent

ads@mihybrid.com
+420 724 791 953
Křižíkova 52/53, Prague, the Czech Republic
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